H h b d l However, our mainstream theory is based on simplistic models of learning and uses simplifying assumptions that many potential applications fail to meet. y p pp
Major challenge -E d ML h id i f Extend ML theory to cover a wider variety of realistic learning settings.
If it works why bother with theory? If it works, why bother with theory?
To provide success guarantees to common heuristics.
T h l d d d h To help understand under what circumstances common learning techniques may fail.
To help choose the right leaning paradigm for a given task.
To guide the development of novel learning algorithms.
.....
The modeling of prior knowledge The modeling of prior knowledge
No learning is possible without applying prior No learning is possible without applying prior knowledge.
(This is the "no free lunch" phenomena) (This is the no free lunch phenomena).
A central, yet not always explicit, questions in learning is "How should one model prior knowledge?"
Common PK modeling frameworks Common PK modeling frameworks H th i l Hypothesis classesAllow clean mathematical analysis, yet far from being user friendly friendly. K l b tt t i il it f ti h Kernels, or better yet, similarity functions-much more user friendly. Still they require too detailed commitment to prior Still, they require too detailed commitment to prior knowledge. In practice choice of kernels is often ad hoc In practice, choice of kernels is often ad hoc.
Rather than coming up with a learning bias, in the form of a h h i l k l f i l hypothesis class or a kernel function, a learner may incorporate a prior belief about the relevance of some external data:
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is based on the premise that the spatial distribution of the unlabeled data is related to the actual labels of the data points.
Multi-task learning is based on the premise that the labels of points under one task are relevant to their labels under another task.
Negative results for SSL Negative results for SSL
In work with my students, David pal and Tyler Lu, we showed y , p y , that, contrary to common belief, The SSL paradigm (or the use of unlabeled data) cannot provide guarantees of performance enhancement, unless one makes further strong assumptions about the datageneration process.
Another type of meta-bias-M lti T k L i g Multi-Task Learning h h l h Our experience with human learning is that it is easier to learn a task if related tasks have already been mastered: 
Main issue-MODELING TASK RELATEDNES MODELING TASK RELATEDNES

P li i ti l i t k i j i t Preliminary convention -a learning task is a joint
distribution over points and labels, P over Xx{0,1}.
Relatedness of unlabeled distributions (How should we Relatedness of unlabeled distributions (How should we measure that?)
Evaluating the generalization bound g g
We can bound the error of a predictor h on the target task, (h) T ε p g in terms of its training error on the source task, ,
(Plus a term that goes to zero with the sample sizes) Can this bound be improved?
The algorithmic conclusion The algorithmic conclusion 
Improve our basic generalization-error bound Improve our basic generalization error bound.
Find relatedness parameters under which different paradigms Find relatedness parameters under which different paradigms work (e.g., ERM with respect to task-reweighted training sample).
Come up with different adaptive (rather than conservative) learning algorithms.
Come up with more user-friendly useful notions of relatedness. All apply clustering to gain a first understanding of the structure of large data sets.
Yet, there exist distressingly little theoretical understanding of clustering
Questions that research of fundamentals of clustering should address fundamentals of clustering should address Can clustering be given an formal and general definition?
What is a "good" clustering?
Can we distinguish "clusterable" from "structureless" data?
Can we distinguish meaningful clustering from random
